FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PRISM Safety Management System Named a Top 10 Most Innovative Product
Greenwood Village, Colorado, December 28, 2015
Professional Resources in System Management, LLC (PRISM) is pleased to announce that the ARMOR (Aviation Risk
Management Online Resource) SMS solution has been selected as a Top 10 most innovative product according to
Rotorcraft Pro’s 2015 Innovators Contest. Rotorcraft Pro explains that, “there are lots of companies in the helicopter
industry, both large and small, who are innovative but go unnoticed. The Rotorcraft Pro Innovators Contest set out to fix
that by soliciting submissions of products and services considered to be innovative.” To narrow the field, “Once all
submissions were in, a neutral panel narrowed the field down to the top 20, which were then presented via Rotorcraft
Pro’s Facebook page for a social media vote-off where 4,900 votes were cast.”1
“PRISM couldn’t be more proud to be recognized in the Innovators Contest. Our ARMOR software definitely fits into that
category as it provides a comprehensive web-based SMS solution which is customizable to any operation, with integrated
features such as hazard and event reporting, Flight Risk Assessment Tool (FRAT), IEP checklists, training elements and
so much more - all easily accessible,” said Chris Young, Vice President - Helicopter Aviation Services at PRISM. “This
recognition goes to show that we have a product that is world-class and helps our customer’s more effectively manage
their safety management system.”
ARMOR provides operators with an intuitive system that can be accessed from anywhere in the world via an internet
connection, iPad® or iPhone®.
ARMOR features:
 Flight Risk Analysis Tool (FRAT) – Accessible online or using PRISM iPad® or iPhone® App
 Ground Risk Analysis Tool (GRAT) – Accessible online or using PRISM iPad® or iPhone® App
 Hazard Reporting Manager – Accessible online or using PRISM iPad® or iPhone® App
 Internal Evaluation Program (IEP) Manager
 Safety Materials Resource Library
 Training Qualification Tracker (TQT)
 “Safety Locker” document management with read and initial tracking
 Project Manager
 Risk Assessment Tool
 Dashboard

About PRISM
PRISM is a wholly owned subsidiary of ARGUS international, Inc. PRISM is the industry’s leading provider of
advanced Safety Management Systems (SMS) solutions, and is also an FAA recognized certification consultant.
ARGUS International, Inc. (ARGUS) is a specialized aviation services company with global expertise whose mission
is to provide the aviation marketplace with data and information necessary to make informed decisions and manage
risk. ARGUS provides world-class aviation software and business management solutions, including AVMOSYS
enterprise management software, TRAQPak, CHEQ, and ARMOR SMS. ARGUS Charter operator ratings are the
most recognized and requested independent source of overall operator quality. TRAQPak provides industry leading
market intelligence data and research services, as well as expert aviation consulting.
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